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large area and reported in several
cities. The following sections
summarize the damage caused by
this event with special emphasis
on Nuweiba where most of the
heavy damage occurred.

!.§@m

In the port city of Eilat, damage
due to pounding between the old
wing and the newly constructed
wing in the Sport Hotel on the
gulf beach was reported. Cracks
in infill walls and around expan-
sion joints in almost all buildings
were observed. Ground fracture
and cracking of the road surfaces
were noted. Close to the gulf
coast, liquefaction, and sand
boils were observed. According
to the Israeli Standard (IS 413,
1992), structures in Eilat should
be designed to sustain ground
motion with intensities of VIII to
IX. These levels are higher than
the estimated intensity of this
event in Eilat. This may be the
reason why only relatively light
damage was reported in the city.
As a result of the earthquake,
one person died from a heart
attack and several were injured.

Figure 3 -The collapsed thrE'e-story Paracoda Hotel in Nuweiba, Egypt.

values for the horizontal pe~ak
ground acceleration at two
stations, one founded on si~ndy
soil and the other founded on
rocky soil in Aqaba, were 0.1 Og
and O.O45g, respectively. -rhis
difference is possibly due to the
effect of local site conditions.

Mercalli Intensity distribution

shows that the highest intensity

was VIII for the cities of Nuweiba

and Haql (see Figure 1 ) .It also

indicates a northeast elongation

of the isoseismal contours. This

is consistent with the direction of

fault rupture.

Damage AssessmentThere are no recording stations
near the epicenter and no r\ear
field record of the main evE~nt is
available. In the city of Nu""eiba,
located 40 km north of the epi-

center, surveyed damage sug-
gests that the horizontal pe!ak
ground acceleration was in the
range of 0.169-0.259 and the
vertical peak ground acceleration
was in the range of 0.16g-0.20g.

Damage was widespread over a

Intensity Study

The severity of the damage
caused by the earthquake 1/aried
significantly from relatively light
damage in the cities of Aqaba
(Jordan) , Eilat (Israel) , and Sharm
Al-sheik (Egypt) to heavy damage
in the cities of Nuweiba (E!~ypt)
and Haql (Saudi Arabia) .Based
on the reported damage, the pre-

liminary map of the Modified Figure 4- Example of collapse due to poor construction Quality.
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To the north of Eilat, the earth-
quake was strongly felt but no
significant damage was reported

Jordan

In the town of Aqaba, one poorly
constructed building failed.
Cracks and nonstructural d;3m-
age were exhibited by almost all
buildings. Minor structural cjam-
age to expansion joints wa:5 re-
ported in the Aqaba Hotel \Nhich
was constructed using prefabri-
cated elements. In the historical
city of Eila, some monuments
were damaged. People in and
around Amman felt the earth-
quake but no significant damage
was reported. High waves were
observed along the coast of the
gulf close to Aqaba city.

Figure 5 -Damage to the main entrance of the NuwelDa Coral Hotelc

Saudi Arabia

In Saudi Arabia, at least one
person was killed and two were
slightly injured. Isolated damage
cases related to either defic:ien-
cies in design or poor cons1truc-

Dahab, and Nuweiba in the Sinai
Peninsula. According to Egyptian
officials, five people were killed
and more than 38 injured. About
50 dwellings were damaged.
Thirty-three schools were
affected, seven experiencing
considerable damage. Five hotels
suffered structural damage.
Twelve Islamic monuments were
seriously affected. The port of
Nuweiba and its facilities were

severely damaged.

tion were reported. Among these
cases were the complete collapse
of reinforced concrete free stand-
ing sheds at the EI-Dora customs
office; the collapse of one panel
of the precast reinforced con-
crete roof of the passenger termi-
nal at the same facility due to
poor joint fixation; and damage to
the reinforced concrete beams
carrying the water tank at the
Haql border guard headquarters.

In Cairo, damage was relatively
light. A vacant building that was
condemned as unsafe collapsed
and some old and disintegrated
Islamic monuments were dam-
aged. In cities along the Suez

Canal, including Suez, Ismailia,
and Port Said, some old masonry
dwellings and poorly constructed
schools suffered various degrees
of cracking.

Almost all of the damaged build-
ings were not designed for
earthquakes, although the level
of seismicity of the region is
recognized to be equivalent to
Zone 2B of the 1988 Uniform
Building Code with a level of
acceleration corresponding to the
MMI scale of VIII, or seismic
zone factor of 0.2.

£gYQ1

In Sharm AI-Sheik, 120 km south

of the epicenter, the airport

control tower experienced limited

damage and the Marina-Sharm

Hotel suffered minor damage at

the expansion joints.

In Egypt, the damage was severe
and spread over a wide area in-
cluding Cairo, which is located at
a distance of 350 km from the
epicenter; the cities along the
Suez Canal; and Sharm AI-Sheik,

Figure 6 -Nonstructura/ damage to

the He/nan Hote//obby in Nuweiba.
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Also in Nuweiba, three other
hotels suffered limited damage:
the Dolphin Village, the Nuweiba
Coral Hotel and the Helnan Hotel.
In the Dolphin Village, two bays
of one of the hotel wings partially
collapsed. In the Nuweiba Coral
Hotel, the masonry decorative
elements in the main entrance
fell, as shown in Figure 5, killing
one person. Damage was also
reported in the main hall and in
the kitchen. In the Helnan Hotel,
non-structural damage to the
hotel lobby was reported, as
shown in Figure 6. This damage
included shattered glass, fallen
crystal pieces from the chande-
lier, tumbled panels from the
false ceiling and damage to mar-
ble cladding and interior infill
walls. Exterior stone cladding
covering the facade walls of the
hotel also fell. Structural damage
to beam-column connections at
the mezzanine floor of the lobby
was observed as well.

In Dahab, 40 km south of the
epicenter, the city school {:01-
lapsed. No injuries were reported
because the earthquake occurred
in the early morning hours before
the students were at the school.
Almost all buildings in the city
were damaged, but without col-
lapse. This city is sparsely
populated with few one-story
buildings.

Figure 7 -Failure of a two-story

building with basement.

In Nuweiba, damage to buildings
and lifeline systems was sE~vere.
The three-story reinforced con-
crete Paracoda Hotel, which was
built in 1985, collapsed co;m-
pletely, as shown in Fig. 3" kill-
ing four people. Inspection of the
rubble indicated that the building
had a deficient lateral load resist-
ing system in which all collJmns
were oriented with their large
moment of inertia in the same di-

rection, perpendicular to the di-
rection of collapse. In addi1ion,
the use of substandard cennent,
low water-cement ratio, large
sand volume, and improper place-
ment of the steel reinforcement
in the sections, as shown in Fig-
ure 4, contributed to this failure.

One building which suffered

major structural damage was a

two-story building with a base-

ment built to serve as a physi-

cian's residence, shown in Figure
7. Short columns along the build-
ing perimeter were used to allow
the sunlight to enter the
basement. All of these short col-
umns failed. Without proper de-
tailing of shear reinforcement and
with limited number of stirrups
and ties, as evident in Figure 8,
the columns were unable to re-
sist the excessive shear forces
generated by the strong event.

Another building that suffered
extensive nonstructural damage
was a new three-story electrical
substation, shown in Figure 9.
Diagonal cracking as well as sep-
aration between the external and
internal masonry infill walls and
the reinforced concrete skeleton
was observed. Damage to this
building was due to the excessive
flexibility of the lateral load
resisting system. It is surprising
that no damage was detected in
the reinforced concrete skeleton
of this building.

Masonry walls and parapets ex-
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perienced some degree of clam-

age throughout the city, as

depicted in Figure 10.

At the port of Nuweiba, two out
of four berths were severel'l'
damaged. Significant rotation of
the quay walls toward the :sea
occurred, leading to separa'tion
between the capping beam and
the backfill, as shown in Fi!~ure
11 .Settlement of the apron slabs
was excessive. Failure of these
berths was due to the develop-
ment of excessive pore wa'ter
pressure that caused tilting of the
quay walls and rupture of the
concrete apron slab. Witne~)ses
reported that fountains of water
sprung from the slabs carrying
fine particles of sand. Based on
the available evidence and "from
examining the soil particles cov-
ering the apron slabs, it can be
concluded that soil liquefaction
and sand boiling occurred in the
backfilling material, as shown in
Figure 1 2.

transformer at the electrical sub-

station moved from its pad, dam-

aging the conduits connected to

it and causing loss of electrical

power supply.

Other port facili
ious degrees of
walls collapsed

Figure 9 -Nonstructural damage to masonry walls along the facade of an
electrical substation.

tions as did the architectural
masonry walls of the arrival hall.
These walls were built indepen-
dently of the steel skeleton of the
building and without any support-
ing structural elements. At the
desalination plant in Nuweiba an
unanchored steel tank shifted
from its location and buckling of
the tank shell was observed. A

On the road between Oahab and
Nuweiba, a single-story building
constructed to serve as a health-
care station suffered extensive
non-structural damage. Shattered
glass windows, cracked infill
walls and fallen plaster were
observed throughout the entire
building. The road connecting
Oahab and Nuweiba was blocked
at several locations by stones
falling from the adjacent hills.

Based on the examined damage
in Nuweiba, it appears that the
main causes were as follows:

1 .The lack of a proper lateral
load resisting system, because
these buildings were either
constructed prior to the
implementation of the first
Egyptian seismic code issued
in 1994, or designed accord-
ing to the low base shear as-
signed by this code and cor-Figure 10- Typical damage to a masonry parapet in Nuweiba.
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5. The construction of unrein-
forced masonry walls, fences
and parapets with high aspect
ratios without providing
adequate lateral supports.

6. In the port facilities, the use of
non-compacted fine material
as a backfilling material and
the lack of filters to dissipate
excessive pore water pressure
are the main reasons for fail-
ure of berths.

Conclusions

The November 22, 1995, Aqaba
earthquake demonstrated that
this region is an active seismic
area characterized by several
strong earthquakes occurring at
relatively short recurrence
intervals. It also showed that
contrary to earlier observations,
these seismic events may occur
without warning in the form of
foreshocks.

Figure 11 -Damage to berth~) at the port of Nuweiba.

responding to intensity \1
(Egyptian code for calcullating
loads and forces in structural
and building works, 1994).

3. Inadequate reinforcement de-
tailing such as the use of low
percentage of steel reinforce-
ment and the use of deep
spandrel beams and short col-
umns without appropriate
shear reinforcement.

2. Poor quality constructiorl
because of the use of lo'w
water-cement ratio, largE~
volume of sea sand and sub-
standard cement as observed
in most of the buildings.

4. Inappropriate locations and
poor workmanship at column
cold joints.

The observed structural damage
was primarily due to poor con-
struction quality and/or inade-
quate seismic design. Seismic
codes in some countries, such as
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, were
inadequate and should be modi-
fied to take into account the
earthquakes with high intensity
occurring in this area. The event
also showed that many areas
around the gulf are susceptible to
liquefaction phenomena. In view
of the rapid urbanization of this
area, attention should be paid to
the development of adequate
code provisions and to the study
of the liquefaction potential of
soils in construction areas.

The reproduction and distribution
of this report were funded by
National Science Foundation
Grant #CMS-9526408, EERI's
Learning From Earthquakes
Project.

Figure 12 -Settlement of the' apron slabs was excessive at the port of
NuwelDa.




